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theres also a thing going on in ip man 4: the finale that makes it that much more remarkable. its the
fact that, in a film that is so character-driven and not just about martial arts, a huge and lengthy
fight sequence is the most effective way of getting people to pay attention to the film. the fight
scenes are still great, and adkins is still great, but it allows the film to go somewhere it couldnt

otherwise without the fight, and that is the emotional story of the film. as for the inclusion of a full-on
military training sequence, it isnt necessary. and its not even really necessary in the movie. its there
because the fight scenes are so well-executed and so amazing that they will make you feel like you
are really there, in some kind of asian beat-em-up classic. its just a nice touch to the film. the added
bonus of knowing that adkins has taken up karate and kung fu allows for some of the most fantastic
fight sequences of the year. the action sequences in ninja iii are at least as impressive, and actually
feature a ton of stuntwork, as the film spends a ton of time reintroducing old characters and showing

us what was going on in the world of ninja during the early decades of the 20th century (1908 to
1920). after the events of ninja ii, kenshiro (kane kosugi) and his wife hei (michelle yeoh) are

suddenly thrust into a world where the gangs of tokyo are increasingly turning to ninjas as a kind of
last resort, and when kenshiro is asked to take a trip to hong kong, he doesnt know if he and his

family are still welcome. the action is again reminiscent of the scenes from ninja ii, and the handful
of hong kong ninjas and baddies who want to take kenshiro down are some of the most memorable

fight scenes in the franchise.
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but the film is a little, well, strange. there's too much backstory with the characters, and its a little
too slapsticky at times. but thats certainly no fault of sam and adkins. this is a very big film, with a

lot of ideas to explore, and a sense of fun and adventure that it keeps audiences on the edge of their
seat. its got everything you want in a film, action, suspense, comedy, romance, and tragedy, with a
little bit of everything in between. even if youre not particularly fond of martial arts, i recommend

this film, as the plot is good, and theres some incredible fight scenes. but if you are a fan of martial
arts or wing chun specifically, or youve seen donnie yen in rogue one: a star wars story, then youll
love this one. if you want some good old fashioned action thatll definitely get you in the seats, then
ip man 4: the finale is definitely a good choice. if you want something a little different, then this is a

perfect film to add to your collection. after the disastrous food storm in the first film, flint and his
friends are forced to leave the town. flint accepts the invitation from his idol chester v to join the live
corp company, which has been tasked to clean the island, and where the best inventors in the world

create technologies for the betterment of mankind. when flint discovers that his machine still
operates and now creates mutant food beasts like living pickles, hungry tacodiles, shrimpanzees and

apple pie-thons, he and his friends must return to save the world. told first-hand by some of
hollywoods leading voices behind and in front of the camera, this changes everything is a feature-
length documentary that uncovers what is beneath one of the most confounding dilemmas in the

entertainment industrythe underrepresentation and misrepresentation of women. it takes an incisive
look at the history, empirical evidence, and systemic forces that foster gender discrimination and

thus reinforce disparity in our culture. most importantly, the film seeks pathways and solutions from
within and outside the industry, and around the world. 5ec8ef588b
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